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Tis the Season. .SU Christmas tree lights up campus
the funds was not and is notareal
alternative. SU strongly encourages and supports volunteer service in such sectors and funds a
Volunteer Center to facilitate it.
But as a non-profit organization,
wedo notmakecashcontributions
to other such agencies. Itis notfor
thatpurpose that ourfriends make
contributions toourAnnualFund."

Last year, onlookers gasped as
Seattle University President WilliamJ.Sullivan.SJ. threwaswitching,lighting the95-foot Giant Sequoia next to theQuad.
On December 2, 1991 Sullivan
SUPublic Relations Director J.
threw the switch for the second Paul Blake said the university's
consecutive year. However, the decision to light the tree was to
Christmas tree, referred to by "...have afocal pointoftheholiday
Sullivan as "a symbol of unity of season for the university commuthe campus" has not united the nityaswell
" asthesurroundingcomcampus. Studentsandfacultyhave munity. Blake stated that the tree
mixedsentiments over the cost of isone of manythings the university
isdoing to make the campus more
decorating the tree.
$30,500
enjoyable
ofPresident's
for our community and
Last year,
bulbs,
spent
Clubdonations was
for
those who live near the campus.

money could have been better
spent. We probably could have
decoratedthe trees surrounding the
quad for alot less than it cost for
the one tree...they couldhave had
statues of Christ's birth thereinstead. That would bring much
more Christmas feeling and the
meaning of Christmas to me than
to see this tree."
Some students feel the tree isa
nice addition to the campus and
felt the expenditure was justified.
"Giventhefact thatthe moneywas
donated,I
don't really seea prob"
lem with how it is being spent,
said senior Deanna Dusbabek. "If
thereis extramoney thatcomes in
for donations,it shouldbe spent in
whatever frivolous way Fr.
Sullivan wantsit to be spent."
ASSUPresidentJohn Boylesaid

"We want the community of the

that while he feels the tree odds

By TOM BUNGER
Staff Reporter

wiring,and installation. The cost

Hhoto by Virginia ur
The Christmas tree In the Quad decorated with lights.

of decorating the tree divided the Central Area to enjoyour campus. something to the campus during
We'vereceivedlotsof phone calls the holidays, he feels the univercampus.
Both the costs of the tree and and letters from people who feel sity needs to be conscious of the
thatthebrillianceandthebeautyof financialcrunchmany studentsare
protests were less this year, alcommunity
remainsdi- the tree during the holiday season feeling during our country's ecothoughthe
videdinthe allocationof the funds. is a kind of spiritual uplifting for nomic recession. "We need to
look at what is financially smart
"I think it's grossly overdone, them."
overexorbitant," said sophomore
"If the money was given to be andwhatis not for theuniversity,"
Matt Hanna. "It seems to be aes- used at the discretion of the Presi- Boyle said. He also stated his
theticallyoverriding thereal,more dent," saidsenior Stefan Stuerwald, concernabout theadministration' s
abstractmeaning ofChristmas...it
"then Ithink he couldhave usedit communication with students reseems that we're trying to put a a littlebit more efficiently. How- gardinglarge decisions.
"With a lot of issues like the
direction in the university more ever, if someone gave it to him
towards the Jesuit mission andJe- explicitly for that purpose, then I Christmas tree and the new clubs
policy, Ifeel
suit identity. Something like this suppose it was the right thing."
' the administration
Lacmmle,
working
towards the
Senior Dave
whocar- really doesn tdoitshomeworkinto
seems to be
other way; making the university riedaprotest sign to the treelight- how thestudents aregoing toreact.
more of a forum for superficiality inglastMonday,saidhewasagainst They don't look towards the stuandcommercial endeavors."
the decision and offered some al- dents' opinions as thoroughly as
"Ithink lights are alovely idea," ternatives. "While I
dounderstand they should. No one asked the
saidpsychologyprofessorKathleen thatthereisbeautyandjoy in deco- students 'How do you feel?' until
LaVoy, "but $13,000 is just ab- rating for Christmas, Ithink the after the fact."
surd."
Inaletter to the university community,Sullivan explainedthat the
money comesfrom thePresident's
Contingency Fund, which is supported by private donors. This
fund helped the SU tennis team
pay for their trip to the nationals,
and also helped fund the recent
university convocation.
"This costislessthanhalf oflast
year's because that involved purchaseof lights and wiring,installationofelectrical connections,etc.
We willcontinue each year to look
for ways to reduce the costs further," Sullivan wrotein aletter to
the members of the SU community. "Last year some students
Photo by Tony Esposito
asked why the money used for the
not
to
given
Christmas tree was
a
shelterora food bank instead. We Protestersand onlookerswatch the 95-foot Sequoialight-up. Vice
need to be clear thatsuch a use of PresidentofStudent Development/AssistantProvost Jeremy Stringer
watches as a student protestor displays her sign.
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Sherman conducts a new vision
BY RAFAEL CALONZO
Features Editor
When you see Dr.Joy Sherman
at work, youmight first noticehow
animated, demonstrative,and expressive she is. She's always in
motion.gesturingdramatically with
her hands, elaborating each word
and phrase. But all this is not surprising, if you know her feelings
about her profession.
"The first and most important
thing about music is that is should
move," shesaid."Itneverliesstatic.
Myconductingreflects the forward
motion of music." In August,
Sherman brought that philosophy
andstyle toSeattleUniversity when
shebecame the chorale director.
Struck by a "vision" to direct a
choir in high school, Sherman has
workedhard since then to learnall
she can about her art. Just before
coming to SU,Sherman completed
her doctorate at the University of
Colorado. She had previously directedchoirsall the way fromthose
made up of kindergarteners, to the
choirs of four universities.
Throughouther career,shehasbeen
guided by that same vision anda
desire tomakemusic at thehighest
level.
"Once Isee what Iwant to accomplish, I
never take my eyesoff
it," she said. Having realized her
vision, shenow has set her sights
on loftier goals.
"I want to make the very best
music Ipossibly can," Sherman
said.
Shepoints out thatshecould not

Commentary

News

and

achieve this goal without her students. "Without students, [teachers] have no reason for being. I
think that isan important focus."
Importantenough,she said,assoon
as she arrived here,she began reA Little Perspective
cruiting students for chorale. Sur- By ANTHONYP.KILDUFF
Before we attempt to wade
veys conducted by phone and dis- Guest Columnist
through a sea of facts and figures,
tributed in the dorms asked if stulet
me make an important point
Dr.AnthonyKilduffis aProfessor of
dents hadprevious musical experi- Economics andFinance in the Albers about recessions:no twoare alike,
ence,either singing or playing an School ofBusiness andEconomics.
making predicting their course a
instrument,orif theyjust wanted to
hazardousaffair. SinceWorld War
11, therehavebeen eightrecessions
sing inchoir. "I'm alwayslooking
Confused?
for talented students,students who
You are in good company! I excluding this one, withdurations
want to develop their talents," she daresay that the State ofthe Union varyingfrom six tosixteenmonths,
said.
is thehottest topic in thenews to- and declines in Gross National
Her search so far has resultedin day.For obviouspoliticalreasons, Product (GNP) varying from 1.1
77 students in chorale, a number most Republicans,and especially percent to 4.3 percent. The exact
that surpasses her initial goal of 70 White House staffers, claim the datingofthesecycleshas traditionfor her first quarter here. "I'm re- figures indicate that, while the ally been left to the National Buallyhappyabout [theturnout],"she economy is slow to gain momen- reau of Economic Research
said."Theattitudes of the students tum, the recession is over. The (NBER),a leadingprivate research
Democrats, for equally obvious institute.
are wonderful."
most
connext,
political reasons, claim the figures
Mapping the course of this reHer
immediate
deepening
is
thetalentofthose
recessionis
clearly
cern
indicate thatthe
cessionismade all the more diffistudents.Themenandwomenmeet still with us,and thriving.
cult because itsprofile isquite difseparatelyfor practice twice a week,
Toback their claims,each sideis ferent from that of previous recesandhave full choir practices every able to trot out a dazzlingarray of sions (more on this later). It also
Wednesday.Although thestudents figures, and an equally dazzling bears mentioning that the frequent
are onlyrequired tocommit tocho- array of"experts"whowill support revisions ofofficial figures(aconrale for a year, she believes the their sideof the motion. So where sequenceofourinsistence on timely
experiencebenefits thestudentsfor does all this bickering leave Jane data) make up to theminute analytherestoftheirlives."Whenpeople and John Doe, whose futures are sis very tricky; with the strokeofa
create something wonderful, it being tossed about with seeming pen the facts are rewritten.
Lies, Damned Liesand Statisfeeds them, enriches them. Striv- abandon by thepolitical pundits?Is
ing for excellence,to create some- there any way for theaverageper- tics
So,whatdothe figuressay?GNP
thing worthwhile,is very positive son tomake senseoutof the tangle
is,
figures?
for students."
There
grew
by 2.4 percent in the third
of facts and
but
Sheisencouragedby theprogress the reader must first accept that quarterof this year,after declining
her students havemadein justone there is no easy answer; the best or stagnating in the previousquarquarter. "It's a rewarding experi- that wecan do is to read the signs ters. Such a turnaround in output
ence," she said. "It's fun: not rah- carefully,andwithoutpoliticalbias. usually signals the endofareces-

What recession?

SHERMAN: see page 14
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sion; however, in most previous
recessions, once output turned, it

grew

at

a healthy 5 percent to 9

percent in the first few quartersof

the recovery.Thisrecovery is anemic by contrast.Furthermore,only
about0.6percentof thisincrease is
attributable directly to consumer
demand with the rest going into
inventory buildup by firms in anticipation of future consumer demand.
Consumptionexpenditure,which
is the key to anyrecoverybecause
itaccounts for about two thirds of
all demand in the economy, took a
serious beating in October, dropping toasixmonthlow.This figure
isunlikely toimprovesignificantly
in the near future. An important
indexofconsumerconfidence publishedby the Conference Board,an
industrysponsoredresearchgroup,
shows consumerconfidence lower
now than during the severerecessionof 1981. Concerns over finding or keeping a job have made
consumers duly cautious, and retailers are already bracing for a
poor Christmas season.Confidence
is down across all earninggroups
this time, a feature of the index
usually associatedthe the startofa
recession,not withits end.
Orders for durable goods, usuallyasign that consumersarerallying,roseinNovember by asurprising three percent. Unfortunately,
most or the increase comes from
purchasesby the military and the
highly volatile transportsector,not
from consumers per se.
Housing starts are up nine percent, again, usually a sign of consumer activity. In this case, however,most of theincrease is due to
non-residential (i.e.,notconsumer
based) construction. This spurt is
largely the result of the lowest interestrates infourteen years,andit
appears tobetheonlymajor stimulative effect of the low rates so far.
Nevertheless,because construction
generates demand for everything
fromlumbertodrapes,this increase
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Wants you to R.A.P. with Seattle Public
Schools
Reading As Preparedness is a Seattle University Project to assist Seattle children. S.U. students
tutors in basic skills for
are needed as Volunteer
Kindergarten
sth grade students.

Fun
and
Flexible Hours
Call Sonja Griffin 296-5768 at Loyola Hall #6412

isan encouragingsign.
A good sign of renewed consumeractivity isstrongautomobile
sales. Well,enough said; this has
been oneof the worst yearsfor the
autoindustry,and salescontinue to
be verysoft.The BigThreeclearly
do no see any quick end in sight
since, among them, they plan to
close sevenplantsby the endof the
year, and each has indicated that
work hours may be further curtailed.
RECESSION: see page 14
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Relations gets new V.P.
By DEBORAH COMPTON
Staff Reporter

There's an air of excitement
around tne University Relations
department at Seattle University.
As of November 1, 1991, Linda
Hansonbeganherdutiesasthenew
vice-president for university relations. "University advancement is
like a wonderful smorgasbord.
You'renotmarketingoneprogram
or discipline,you're marketingthe
whole buffet table of choices."
Hanson's task focuses on advancing the goalsof SeattleUniversity
and securing the funding to build
new facilities, renovate existing
buildings and expand programs.
"ThisUniversityis definitelyacampus on themove andoffers me the
opportunity to build onan exceptional reputation as a university in
preparationforthetwenty-firstcentury," she says.
Hanson comes to Seattle University from IndependentColleges
of Washington. As its president
andchiefexecutiveofficer,Hanson
was responsible for many of the
same areas of administration and
fundraising that her new position
will encounter. At ICW, she was
responsible for a $2.2 million annual fundraising campaign which
targeted corporate and foundation
sources state-wide and nationally.
Hanson graduated summa cum
laude from Southern Nazarene
College, in Bethany, Oklahoma.
Shedouble-majoredinEnglishand
speech communication. Hanson
became certified to teach and has
been doing graduate work while
working full-time athercareer.Her
goalis to complete anEducational
LeadershipDoctorate.Hansonhas
sixteen years of experiencein humandevelopment,public relations,
specialevents,communications and
alumni affairs,during which time
shehas remained committed to the
field of education. "I've always
had such interesting next steps in
my career path, with opportunities
to work ineducation,the arts and
healthcare. I'malsoaclassic baby
boomer — one who believes that
anything is possible."
From 1972 to 1974, Hanson
taught English and directed the
drama department in Dekalb
County Schools in Atlanta, Georgia.Shethen returned toherhometown of Savannah to teach for 5
yearsatSavannahChristianPreparatory School (SCPS), where she
wasnamed directorof public relations and developmentin 1976. In
her last year in Savannah,she expandedintoelectronic media, servingas weather editor and talk show
host at WTOC-TV in addition to
her post at SCPS.
After 6 years, Hansonmoved to
Denver,Coloradoandbeganworking as associate director for major
giftsand specialeventsatDenver's
Children's Hospital.Fromthispost,
Hanson was recruited in 1980 to
assume the position of director of
development for the Denver Center for the Performing Arts,anew
multi-purpose performing artscomplex. Shedirected the fundraising
program for the $15million annual
operatingbudget which supported
three theaters,acinema anda con-
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SU communications professor
hosts television documentary

cert hall. In 1983, Hansonestablished the Nesbitt-Hanson Group,
specializing in marketing strategies for attorneys, architects and
physicians.Shealsoperformedconsulting servicesin thearea ofbusi- By RAFAEL CALONZO
Features Editor
ness development
1988,
Hanson
returned
to
eduIn
A month spent in war-plagued
cation when she and her family
willpayoff forSeattle
Afghanistan
moved to Corpus Christi, Texas.
University
profescommunications
She was presentedwith theopporKIRO-TV
Bryant
sorHilda
when
tunity to joinCorpus Christi State
University,andservedthereasvice airs her hour-long documentary,
presidentfor development.Hanson "Afghanistan: Cry for Peace", on
directed all aspects of university December 12.
The program focuses on
relations until September, 1990.
Afghanistan's
civil war that has
CCSU,
immedi"WhenIjoined
I
broken
out
in
the
wake of theSohigher
educaately felt athome in
vietUnion's
withdrawal
in 1988.
completed
the circle back
tion. It
airing
program
The
ofthe
could
not
education.
my
beginnings
to
in
I
timely,Bryant said, since
bemore
years
to
thirteen
of
was able use
fundraising experience to effect theUnitedStates is cutting off all
changeat thecollege level." It was arms support to Afghanresistance
in 1990 that Hanson's move to fighters on December 31
Bryant has been to Afghanistan
Seattle brought her to the presithree
times before,as a war corredency at IndependentColleges of
spondent.
Twice she went for the
Washington and will bring her in
Post-Intelligencer,
andonce
Seattle
November to SeattleUniversity.
initiallyplanned
KTRO.Shehad
for
Motivated by some interesting
people through the years, Hanson to return to the Middle Eastern
herself,but whenKTRO
remembers onementor well. 'The country by
photographer-tape
editor Jeannine
managing director at The Denver
Weholt
waswelcomed
to goalong,
Company,
Sara
Center Theatre
two
convinced thestation tolet
Lawless, taught me about leader- the
ship," Hanson said. "She also them make a television documentaught me how to build strength tary of their journey.Bryant paid
andconfidence in my decisions as herown expenses withagrant and
a female executive." Dr. Joyce money she had saved, and KIRO
Neville,the administrator for Den- handled the cost of shooting the
ver General Hospital anda mem- documentary.
Although the addition ofa teleber of the mayor's cabinet for the
vision
crew made access to the
Cityof Denver,has helpedHanson
more difficult, thegoverncountry
throughout
chart her own course
her career. Hanson says, "Often mentinKabulofficially recognized
mentorship is what you get by osmosis,observing howothers operate to be successful. I've tried to
learn from other talented people By MARK LAWSON
Staff Reporter
along the way."
As president of Independent
Unlike most Seattle University
Colleges of Washington, Hanson
raised funds for distribution to the instructors who spent this pastsum10member colleges and universi- mer carrying lecture notes to class
tiesin the state. Shesupervisedthe or lawn chairs to the beach,comdevelopment of all grant propos- munication instructor Hilda
als,donor cultivation efforts,pros- Bryant spent her summer doing
pect research,and scholarshipad- something a little out of theordiministration. She alsodirected the nary duckingmissilesinAfghanistrategies whichmarket the10col- stan.
Bryant flew to the war-tomcounlegesand serveover220 corporate
husband,
Laird
try
donors. Her
thispast summer for the fourth
Hanson,ismanageroftheTukwila- time to complete research for a
AndoverParkbranchofU.S.Bank. book and prepare aone-hour long
The Hansons and their 7-year-old documentary for KIRO-TV (see
son,Pierce,liveon Mercer Island. story at left).
Hansonis veryenthusiastic about
Before coming to Seattle Uniher new position at Seattle Univer- versity,Bryantspent time working
sity. Sheseesthat theUniversity is as a reporter with both the Seattle
atacritical juncture andlooks for- Post-Intelligencer and KIRO-TV.
ward to"telling SeattleU'ssuccess Instead of receiving a bonus for a
story" to individuals,corporations job well done on an investigative
and foundations. Hanson ex- series with theP.I. aboutthe Mafia,
plained,"Rightnow, wearebuild- Bryant wasawardeda trip to Pakiing for the next generation. My stan to do some political reporting.
task is to getthe product under my This later led to her first trip to
belt and quickly get up to speed Afghanistan in 1979.
Originally from Michigan,
with the campaign. My responsibility will be to ensure that the Bryant thought she wanted to be a
campaign is a success." She has commercial artist when she wasin
made a long-term commitment to highschool. Butasco-editorof the
SeattleUniversity andplans tocom- school paper,hercareer in journalplete her graduate work as well. ism had alreadybegun.
After high school shemoved to
She'll get started when she hits
campusinearlyNovember.Hanson Seatde where she attended the
willbe getting the word out,meet- University of Washington. There
ing the students and faculty, and she served as editor of The Daily
implementing thedevelopmentpro- as she earned her undergraduate
gram for SU's nextgenerationof and graduate degrees.
After college shesettleddownin
student.

.

her trip,granting her a visaandan
interview withAfghanistan'sPresident Na jibullah.Previously,Bryant
hadhad to besmuggledindisguise
across the Pakistan-Afghanistan
border by Mujahid guerillas who
opposed the Soviet-backedregime
inKabul.
Her reasons for taking the trip
were simple. "I wanted to see the
warfrom theotherside."Ever since
shereturned fromher last trip there
in 1984,her sympathies no longer
lie with the Mujahideen. The guerillas' "Holy War" was originally
intended tooverthrow theCommunist regime andreinstate Afghanistan as an Islamic nation. But despite factorssuchastheSoviet withdrawalin 1988, recentgovernment
openness to freeelections,andhalf
a dozen cease-fire proposals, the
rebels willnotdiscusspeaceamong
themselves or withKabul.
"Ibecame disillusioned with the
guerilla jihad,"Bryant said. "They
have stubbornlyrefused to come to
the negotiating table." She adds
thatthe remainingsuper-fundamentalist Mujahideen generals would
not supporta freeelectionbecause
none are popular enough to win.
Therefore the fighting continues.
The halting of military supplies
from the United States will not
bring Afghanistan closer to peace,
Bryant adds. "They have enough
weapons stockpiled to keep fight-

ghanistan with tanks and anti-aircraft guns from the Persian Gulf
War. Pakistan and Iran are still
arming theguerillas.They'restockpiling like crazy."
There is no end in sight, she
feels,unlesstheUnitedStatestakes
some action. "The U.S. needs to
takeback the $6millionitspends a
year on military aidand put itinto
humanitarian aid for the people of
Afghanistan," she said.

When she visited Afghanistan
the firstthree times,Bryant served
as a war correspondent. "When I
went asboth a
wentlast August,I
reporter and a Seattle University
professor," she said."I was doing
thisfor me,as anacademic project."
Her experiences in Afghanistan
have landed her several speaking
engagements, and are valuable
material for lectures inclasses she
teaches. More importantly, last
August's trip further enhanced 13
years of research on the country,
research that will culminate in a
book.
Bryant said that she will be relievedwhenher work on the documentaryis finished.Sheis stilldoing some post-production work at
the televisionstationaweek before
the program is scheduled to run.
Bryant said that she servedas "reporter-writer-producer-host-director"for theprogram, whichwillbe

ing for several years," she said.

televisedonKIRO, Channel 7, at 8

"Saudi Arabia is supplying Af-

p.m. on December 12.

Bryant at ease at home or in midst of war

—

Seattle, taking a job with the P.I.

and marrying her boyfriend Bob
from Michigan. Bob currently
works at the Seattle Times in what
she calls "the other end of theindustry," where hedoes production
work.
The two spend time together going to themovies and reading,saying she especially loves to read
complicated spy novels.
Bryant eventually left the TV
industry to escape what she called
"the rat-race." She told how economic cutbacks were keepingher
from doing thekindof projects she

wanted to do. Sheleft KIRO and
went directly to SU, where she is
now inher fourth yearof full-time
teaching.
As for the future, she currently
has no plans to return to Afghanistan,but docsplan todo somemore
traveling as wellas spending time
writingherbook. As for her hopes
on the documentary, she said, "I
hope it will educate and update
people on what's going on over
there."
Fornow though,it'sback tocarrying lecture notes to class.

AS A SPECIAL. MARKETING TEST A MAJOR TRAVEL BROKER IS
OFFERING EVERYONE WHO CALLS WITHIN 72 HOURS OF THIS
PUBLICATION DATE.

As a special marketing test, we will There is no other product to purchase
send to each person a .free vacation ana there is nc charge for this special
certificate valid for a fabulous vaca- certificate We win however limit the
tion to Honolulu, Hawaii. This certiti- number of certificates to De issued in
cate entitles the user to receive B day 9 this market to those that can within 72
and 7 nights of lodging for two people hours of the publication date of this ad
and one free airline ticket, transfers. The reason for this special offer is mat
Baggage handling and all taxes You we wish to test the drawing power of
need pay tor only one airline ticket at this type of advertising and inform you
the regular coach price.
of our special travel progorns.
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Editorial board comments on
tree...
This year, the Sequoia outside Pigott Hallis once again
decorated with tiny white lights in the traditional Christmas spirit. Although this decoration caused controversy
around campus last year over the high cost, much of that
controversy was the result of misunderstanding.
Firstly, no tuition funds are used to pay for thedecoration. The money comes from thePresident's Contingency
Fund, which sponsors special events such as therecent
University Convocation and the tennisteam's trip to the
nationals. The Contingency Fund gets its money from
unrestricted gifts from friends and alumni.

Part oflast year's high cost was purchasingequipment t(
decoratethe tree, and SU now owns much of that equipment. This will bring the tree-lighting cost to about a
third of what it was last year.
Some studentshave voiced the opinion that the money
could be put to better use if donated to thepoor or
homeless. But, in fact, SUis a non-profit organization
and cannot makecash donationsof thiskind.
The University Christmas Treeis meant to instill feelings ofhome and warmth around campus. The Spectatoi
hopes that the tree will provide a sense of community,
tradition and Christmas spirit to everyone at SeattleU.
this holiday season.

Pearl Harbor

lit

November of1942,after six
months ofunprecedentedmilitary
victories in the Pacific andIndian
Oceans, an average of100 Japanesesoldiersperday werestarving
todeathin the tangledjungles and
swamps of Guadalcanal Island
amidst the vast stretches of the
southwest Pacific.In Tokyo,a restive,perceptiveImperialArmy staff
Colonel confided to his diary that
the Army Staff was unnecessarily
forcing a decisivebattle on the island.He judged that the Japanese,
bornehighon the tides ofvictoryat
Pearl Harbor,in the Philippine Islands,at Singaporeand SriLanka
and Java, did not need to risk a
critical defeat on "The Canal." Indeed, he predicted that a "do or
die" effort therewouldmakeit "certain that we will lose the Pacific
war." They were repulsed there,
Australia was savedfrom invasion
and Japan didlose the war.
What long train of events and
decisions led the Japanese to miserable destruction in theSolomon
Islands and to the Colonel's prescient judgement?
Nineteenth century Japan has
been accurately described as the
onlyoriental nationready toappreciate andemploytheindustrialtools
andorganizationalpractices of the
West inpursuit ofherdomesticand
foreignpolicy.Her"MeijiReforms"
of 1868andafter conjoinedancient
Japanesepractice witha"German"
organic,centralized state.Thisstate
wasconstitutional and the government "parliamentary," but, in no
way was it popular and seriously
participatory. Cliques of select administrators from elite schools
joined with the major business interestsand the military inacomplicated interlockingdirectorateat the
apex of political influence and decision-making.
By the 1890s, thesefactions were
ready to employ the industrial and
technological revolutions of the
West in reviving an ancient Japaneseinterest inoff-shore commercial and military operations. Such
operations,once vigorous andextensive,hadbeen effectively abandoned in a self-imposed isolation
lasting from the late 16th century
until Commodore Matthew Perry,
at the head of one fourth of the
American navy,"opened"Japan in
18S3 and 18S4. As an aside, beit
noted that theBritish Empire stood
preparedtoaccomplish thishadthe
Commodore failed inhis mission.
Japan soon prosecuted wars in
Korea and Manchuria against the
ChineseandRussianEmpires,dcm
onstrating her modernization with
stunning emphasis and fully justifying a naval agreement between
herself and Great Britainin 1902.
Britain was,at that time, by far the
strongestnaval power in the world
and itsays much for Japan's abilities and accomplishments that this
was "the firstmiliiarypacton equal
terms between a Western andnon-

-

Western nation" and the first alliance made by Britain since 1815.
Theirassociationcontinued through
the First World War, but, was terminated by the 1921-1922 WashingtonNavalConference at theinsistence of the Americans.
In 1904 and 1905, Japan exhibited her new might on land with
"industrial" siege warfare which
crushed the CzaristRussianforces
at Port Arthur on Manchuria's
LiaotungPeninsulaandatMukden
inabattlepresagingthegreatlogistical and human wastage on the
River Sommc and at Verdun and
Gallipoliin whatwould betermed
The Great War. At sea,her expert
admiral andseamen shatteredRussian naval prestige with a masterful,sweepingvictory at theStraits
of Tsushima, a victory so impressive that its echoes may be discernedmore than a decadelater in
the RussianRevolutionof 1917.
Relations between Japan andthe
UnitedStates werenever goodfor
long. The Japanese took Commodore Perry's rude show of forceas
typical of the barbarian West and
were always pained by American
disdainfor theOrientin general,as
evidenced by the Chinese Exclusion Act of 1882 and, inter alia,
anti-Asianmobviolence inSeattle
and throughout the western states
where,insome cases, the Japanese
found themselves barred from the
public schools.The Americans, in
turn,dismissedtheJapaneseasmere
imitators of the West andupstart
rivalsfor power insuch American
preserves as Chinaand thePhilippineIslands and propounded such
doctrines as "Dollar Diplomacy"
and "Open Door"inChina.
During the Depression of 1929-39, the Japanese developeda plan
of empire termedTheGreaterEast
Asian Co-Prosperity Sphere. In
theory,all east and southeast Asia
was to prosperunder Japanese tutelage;inpractice, all Asia touched
by Nippon's swords would be reformedasclient statesandimperial
colonies under theRising Sun flag.
By1931,thediewas cast:Manchuriafell.Full-scale war againstChina
followed in 1937, together with
deliberate probing assaults on
Americans and Europeans in
China.FrenchIndochinawas gatheredin after France collapsedunder the Nazi blitz in 1940. Britain
and the Netherlands knew an attack upon their eastern colonies
wasalmostinevitableanddid what
little they could to prepare for it.
The U.S., following itstradition
of opposing any further imperialism in east Asia, began to shape
policies to restrain Japanese expansion. Japan, in turn, made
— a
formal military alliance the
"Axis" pact withthefascistpowers, Germany and Italy,inSeptember, 1940.
Events moved quickly in 1940
and'41 The westernpowersclosed
off Japanese access to therawmaterials of war rubber, tin, and
scrap steel,iron ore and, wherever
possible,oil. American longshoremen,particularly on the westcoast,
oftenrefused to load cargo bound
for Japan. Finally, in mid-1941,
PresidentFranklinRooseveltfroze
all Japanese commercial assets in
theUnitedStates, effectivelyclosing all trade with that country. In
addition, America was cooperating withBritain in activelypursu-

—
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mg an aggressive naval policy
against Nazi Germany over vast
reaches of the Atlantic Ocean.
Westernembargoesendangered
Japan's economy and threatened
its military capacity. By Septemberof194 1,the Japanesewereconsidering "go-nogo"dates for initiating war. Throughout the year,
American.Britishandotherintelligence services and diplomatic officers had considered the strong
possibilities of, not just an attack,
but, a surprise Japanese attack at
various places across the Pacific
rim. The American decision-makers whoneeded information about
this were well-served by theirbusy
civilianand military code-breakers
who were (unknown to the Imperial government) reading some of
its top-secret military and diplomatic messages.
TheJapanese,ina desperate,allor-nothinggamble,bouyedbyhope
of surprise and confident that the
decadent Americans wouldnot endurealongandcostly war,launched
the Pearl Harbor attack in late
November.The top Americancivil
and military leadership knew an
attack was plannedfor some target
some place.However,burdenedby
what Homer Leahad called "The
Valor of Ignorance" over thirty
years before, the Americansblissfully decided that it was the poor
oldBritsin Singapore or theDutch
in Batavia who were due for the
chop. We had run make-believe
attacksonPearlHarborinourown
war games and made them work,
but thought the Japaneseincapable
of such long-range, complicated
operations. The student of 1991
can onlyunderstandthis byconsidering the vast changes in speeds
and operating radii for both ships
andplanessince 1941 In thesame
way one shouldremember thateffective radar was still initsinfancy
in comparison to thatof 1991.
Our own Army Air Corps General,"Billy" Mitchell,had devised
anaerial attack on PearlHarbor in
the early 19205. Several navalexercises after that showed the feasibility ofjust suchanattack. Yet,in
1941, most American strategists
refused to believe Japancapableof
asuccessfulraidoverHawaii What
the Army thought it was prepared
to do repulse a Japanese landing
onOahu wasextraneous:the Japanese had no intention of coming
ashore.What theydid plan was to
buy time,space,andstrategic dominance in the east by eliminating
the United States Navy as animmediate force in the Pacific. But
the critical fact thatallourcarriers
which came to be seen as the
decisive weaponof thePacific war
weresafely at sea, shemight well
of succeeded.
The"war voices"inJapanhoped
tobuild an impregnable fortress in
the western reaches of that ocean
and on the Asian continent. This
fortress wouldbe sostrong that the
palIid as theyperceivedit American and European will to fight
would evanesce and favorable
peace treaties instruments of despair to the West would give them
a free hand in the Co-Prosperity
Sphere so recently won by the
sword.
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Burning Bush at BothEnds
yet to com
Conventional wisdom says that George Bushis a doerof
great deeds in theworldof internationalaffairs but, whenit
comes to domestic politics,he gets lostinhis ownbackyard.

That sounds about half right to me.
George Bush's domestic policy (what there is of it) is
indubitably a failure,buthas Bush'sforeignpolicybeen truly
successful or merely popular. In a nation witha collective
attention span of a hyperactive child, will George Bush's
international adventures win him lasting prestige or even
reelection?
Most Americans don't have to check a list of "leading
economic indicators" toknow that theeconomic situation is
bad.For many, bank balances,billcollectors and increasing
anxietysufficiently testify to the reality of therecession.
An editorialin the Nation a couple of months ago gives
some historical perspective as to just how bad Bush'seconomic recordis.
"Since George Bush has taken office the economy has
grown0.7%.That's notan average,annual,orevenquarterly
rate; that'sit It works out to an averageannual growth rate
of 0.3%,by far the worstrecord of anypost-warpresident.
Jimmy Carter'spresidency,a periodthe conventionalpolitical mind regards as an economic fiasco, was ten times
snappier. To match Carter's record, G.N.P. would have to
grow at more than 6.0% for the rest of Bush's term, a very
unlikely thing."
Few seem to be interested in arguing the conventional
wisdom as concerning Bush's domestic failings, and the
numbers suggestthat they are correct not todo so.The right
wingofBush'sownRepublicanpartyhas effectively broken
ranks with the president, refusing to back his policy of
patrician concern without any increase in assistance for
workingpeople. Severalof the mostoutspoken neo-conservativesin Congress have demanded that the president take
actionprior to his February Slate of the Union address, and
a number of them have called for major changes in the
president's staff.
Patrick Buchanan,syndicated columnistandaide to presidents Nixon and Reagan,has stated a willingness to challengeBushfor the Republicannomination,andDavid Duke,
the Republican Klansman from Louisiana, plans on challenging Bushinseveral Southern primaries.
WhenGeorge Herbert Walker Bushandhis running mate
J.Danforth Quaylegostumping through the Americanheartland talking to farmers and out-of-work factory workers,
banking reform and capital gains cuts probably won't elicit
much enthusiasm. Indeed, even on the eastern seaboard,
traditional Republicans whohave lost theirmiddle management positions due to the corporate takeover wilding of the

Eighties might not evenbe dependable supporters.
toasinglesheikdomintheMiddle East,George Bushassured
Tuesday'sresignation of John Sununu suggests that the us thattheGulf War wasnot simply about the actionsofIraq,
White Housemight be beginning tounderstand the extent of but rather, was the first step in establishing a "New World
Bush's domestic failings, but nothing that thepresident has Order."He promised absolute limits onarms shipments to
said suggestsany substantivechange inpolicy.Unless some the Gulf, theestablishment of peace betweenIsrael andher
boldpolicy changeis announced,it would seemconceivable Arabneighbors,attention to humanrights,andanew reignof
(probable) that thelast yearof presidentBush's term willbe international law.In everyoneof these "objectives,"Bush's
similar to the first three an emphasis on foreign affairsand policy has been an unequivocal failure.
ashunningofdomestic issues.Here wereturn to theconvenSince thebeginningof the Gulf War, theBushadministrational wisdom whichrecognizesBush's domestic ineptitude tion has effectively done nothing to curb the flow of arms to
but celebrates hisinternational success, and itis here thatI the Middle East. Indeed, thecountries of the Middle East
suggest a challenge to this theory of Bush's one-sided have produced a Christmas list of weapons that would
brighten theeyesof any armsdealer. Egypt wantsM-60 tank
success.
In anera in which economies have become increasingly upgrades, Hawk missiles, and F-16 fighters. The United
interconnectedandmarketshavebecome increasingly inter- Arab Emirates, Bahrain, and Turkey are asking for MIAI
national, the separation of domestic and foreign affairs is a tanks andPatriotmissiles.Israel wantsbattlefield navigation
dubious one. To suggestthat PresidentBushhas succeeded systems, more Patriot missiles, the M-109 artillery piece,
inonerealm and failed in the other ignores how these areas and upgrades for the F-1S fighter. Saudi Arabia puts their
of policy making are connected.
neighbors to shame withan unmatched list ofarms desires.
Yet this ideaofinternational success has held sway in the According to arecentAtlantic article by James Adams they
mediaandinthenumerous opinionpolls whichhaveshowed want, "A $15 billion dollar arms package including: F-1S
Americans overwhelmingly supportive of Bush's interna- fighters,Apachehelicopters, AbramsMlAl tanks, AWACS
tional exploits. His approvalratings after the winning of the radar planes, Patriot missiles, multiple rocket launchers,
warintheGulf surpassedanypreviousmeasure,comparable Seahawk helicopters, and Bradley fighting vehicles."
only tohisratings after theinvasionofPanama.Butitisworth
As the secondround ofMiddle Eastpeace talks begin in
drawing this comparison out further.
Washington with theIsraelis absent, the Bush-Baker peace
The invasion of Panama was overwhelmingly popular process seems to be stumbling at best.At worst,itis serving
withAmerican citizens,although it met withcoldresponse Israel by stalling peace talks and allowing the ongoing
from the international community, especially other sover- occupation and confiscation of Palestinian land. Since the
eign states in Central and South America. Bush's ratings beginning of March, after the Gulf War was presumably
(worth our attention since they seem so important to his over,more than 35,000acres of Palestinian landhavebeen
decision making processes) hovered around 75%. Despite confiscated.
theloss ofPanamanian livesin the thousands,andanuncerIf weare to believe George Bush's concern about human
grow
rights,
tainnumberofAmericancasualties whichcontinues to
hisinternational activitieshavebeenequallytroubling
witheachnew Pentagonannouncement, Americansfelt good andmarked by failure.It wasno accident that Chinachose the
about the "ass kicking"(Bush's term) we gave Panama and time during the Gulf War to try the most prominent of the
the bringing to justice ofManuel Noriega.
student democracyprotestors.WangJuntaoandChenZiming
Two years later the military incursionintoPanama marks were given13-year sentences while the world watched the
the U.S. as a brazen perpetrator of gunboat diplomacy, events in the Gulf. In the Gulf itself, there isa growing list
popular with the crowds at homebut horrifying to our allies of human rights abuses. A report by Middle East Watch

—

and out ofplace in the "New World Order." The trial of documents a process of justice in Kuwait resembling the

Manuel Noriega has become a study in the surveillance infamous death squads of Central America.
If we look beyond the parades and polls whichboosted
capabilities ofour state security forces,thecraven subversion
and violationof judicial norms,andoccasionally an intriguing story of espionage and foul play. What was once hailed
as "the drug trialof the century" would today be a national
embarrassment ifAmericans bothered rememberingthe past
eventsor paying attention to the ongoing trial.
While the Persian Gulf War was certainly an event of
greaterscale,savefor those whodiedinPanama,itstrikesme
as presumptuous to speak of the war as a lasting success,
especially inlight of the squanderingof theU.S.A.'spolitical
clout following thewar.Criticized for givingundueattention

Bush as he bombed Baghdad, we see his support eroding
beneath him. His present approval ratings are well below
50%, thelowest inhis term. While theconventional wisdom
continues to speakofadualistic success/failure indomestic/
international affairs, the reality may not be so paradoxical.
Bush'sdomestic failures areintimatelylinked to the failings
ofhisinternational policies. At times,George Bush's popularitymayappear tobeamilehigh,butithasneverbeen more
thanan inch thick.

AIDS:an undiscriminating disease
By MICHAEL KUNTZ
Guest Columnist
Since Magic Johnson revealed that heis
infected with the HIV virusand announced
his intention to become a spokesperson for
"safe sex," several conservative journalists
have criticizedhim harshly,seizing the opportunity to trot out the sameoldarguments
against the use ofcondoms as a precaution
against the spreadof AIDS.
An opinionpiece bypossible presidential
candidate Pat Buchanan,"The Mythof Heterosexual AIDS," appeared recently in the
Seattle Post-Intelligencer. And, in the last
issue of The Spectator, columnist Deanna
Dusbabek expressed a similar point of view
under the,perhapsBuchanan-inspired, title:
"The Myth AboutSafe Sex."
Ihave always found itironic that staunch
conservatives,whofrequently chastiseliberalsforbeingnaively idealistic,oftenpossess,
themselves,the mostunrealistic expectations
of human behavior.
It is difficult to argue with the fact that
abstinenceis themosteffective wayofavoiding all sexually transmitted diseases. But to
expect that millions of people (married or
not) will simply abstainfrom all sexualactivity for theduration of thisepidemic seems, at
best,naive and, at worst,simple-minded. To

since the very earliest days of this health
notcounsel those whoare sexually active to behavior."
ignores the fact that organizations
examples,
equates
Dusbabek
crisis.It
may
In the above
take whatever precautions
beavailable
"promiscusuch
as
the Northwest AIDS Foundation,
behavior
with
nothing
irresponsible.
is
short of
all homosexual
But most disturbingly, while writings like ous" or "loose" heterosexual behavior. Im- Shanti,TheChicken SoupBrigade andmany
Buchanan's and Dusbabek's reinforce dan- plicit inher useof the phrase "natural conse- similar ones were created within gay comgerous assumptions and erroneous beliefs
about the AIDS virus,they tend to serveas a
thin framework for what appears to be the
real agenda:anexerciseinmoralistic fingerpointing at the gay community and at homosexuals in general.
Dusbabek's piece, in particular, seems to
imply amoral cause andeffect inrelation to
the very existence of the disease itself.
Dusbabek writes that society's tolerance
ofthe"homosexual lifestyle"hasbeenlargely
responsible for thespread of AIDS,but says
that she does not believe homosexuals deserve "bad things" like AIDS to happen to
them. She then goes on to contradictherself
by saying: "those who choose to engage in
homosexual, andnow promiscuous heterosexual behavior, should accept the natural
consequencesof their actions without trying
to make society feel guilty because they
contracted a disease which they couldhave
easily avoided." Later she states: "Thisunpleasantreality is now part andparcel ofour
modern, free society, thanks to, first,homosexual behavior,and thenlooseheterosexual

quences" is the idea that AIDS is somehow
the inevitable punishment for these behaviors.Themoraljudgment seemsclear.In this
Deuteronomic way of thinking, "bad things"
don't happen to "goodpeople."
I
agree with Dusbabek's statement that
"only a change in behavior will stop the
spread of AIDS." But what she neglects to
recognizeis thata changeinbehavior within
a large portion of the gay community has
slowed the spread of AIDS; and the widespread use ofcondoms has been partof that
change. Health Department records have
shown that,over the past ten years,the number of cases of all sexually transmitted diseases (such as syphilis and gonorrhea) have
declined amonggaymales, while,during the
same time period, they have steadily increased amongheterosexuals. Which group
is behaving the more responsibly?
To imply that the gay community consists
primarily of irresponsible hedonistsis todisregard the fact that this community has displayed a stunning (and, in the truest sense,
Christian) attitude of social responsibility

munities across the nation during the last
decade with a minimum of support and a
maximum of apathy from a conservative
federal government.
The messagebeing delivered by someone
like Magic Johnson isamessage that the gay
community hasbeen trying to communicate
for years a message that many ultra-conservative heterosexuals do not want to hear.
The AIDS virus, like all viruses, does not
discriminate. Its first and primary occurrence in this country among homosexual
males was a tragic coincidence. And, in a
very real world in which human sexuality
operatesalong abroad continuum ofbehaviors and not within the narrow confines of
any single,moralistic idealogy,it will,quite
"naturally," not stop there.
Touse this terrible disease as a weaponin
a war to impose conservative values bespeaksarather dubiousmoral sensibility.To
infer that its victims are the cause of its
existencebespeaksnot onlyamedieval ignorance of scientific fact,but a woeful lack of
compassion.
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Grain of truth is buried in Dusbabek article...

Good, old-fashioned "Fag-

Bashina"
V--

Inthe Nov. 21 "Right Reason" day)...60 percent of the time, if
column, Deanna Dusbabek points usedcorrectly",thenalotofpeople
out a legitimate problem that musthavebeenhavingreallygood
plagues many students. There is days. Iguess theircondoms were
no way to bom be sexually active "ripping,tearing,.,.andpeelingoff"
and totallyavoid thepossibility of all the time, too.
Second, (quickly) Abstinence
contracting HIV. Any sexual inisNOTHAVINGSEX."SafeSex"
tercourse, without exception,carries withitthechanceof contracting ishavingsexas safelyasisreasonably possible. Abstinence is not
this 100% fatal disease.
safe sex.
However,as has been common
She men goes on to blame the
inMs.Dusbabek' sopinionarticles,
this grain of truth is buried in an homosexual community for the
avalanche of misinformation and transmission of HIV. Actually,
misconception. While shehasev- HIV is transmitted by the exery right to voice her opinion on changing of bodily fluid, not by
the editorial page, she has no being homosexual. While HIV
business managing the opinion used tospreadlike wildfire among
section if she is too lazy or too homosexual people, these days
inexperiencedtoproperlyresearch they are far more careful andreher facts, and avoid hearsay and sponsible. Meanwhile, heterosexual people continue to infect
slander.
First, the statistics she quotes each other, and we apparently
from Planned Parenthood are ut- cannot make use of the
terlyfalse.Asimple call to the P.P. (uncommon senseevidenced by
education department(328-7715) the homosexual community in
yeildeda 92-95% pregnancy pre- slowing thespreadof thisdisease.
vention rate for properly used Furthermore, those people who
condoms. If we are to believe speak out about their illness are
Deanna's statistics, "(on a good not "trying to make society feel

guilty", but rather to keep people
(both homosexual and heterosexual) from making the same fatal mistake that they have made.
Blaming homosexuals for the
spread of disease is slander, and
avoiding thebasic problem.
Shethensays mat"sexualactivity outside marriage can kill",
completelyignoring matmarriage
does notend theriskofcontracting
HlV.either.Moremisinformation.
In fact, the probability of contracting HIVina marriageisabout
the sameas the probability ofcontracting HIV in any other longterm monogamous relationship.
Ms.Dusbabek has everyright to
her opinions.Butshe doesnotneed
tousebadinformation toprove her
point.In my field (physics), those
who falsify or skew theirdataare
shunned.DeannaDusbabek seems
to be making the use ofbad data
and poor arguments into an art
form.Thisishighly unprofessional
and she should strive to improve
herwork. At themoment,iibelongs
ina trash can,not anewspaper.
Kenneth Hamer

Apalled, Infuriated and Saddened by Dusbabek
In response to Deanna
Dusbabek's "The Myth About
couldn'tagreemore
Safe Sex..."I
with Ms. Dusbabek that abstinence is the best form of safe
sex...Butthat'saboutas far as the

Ms. Dusbabek also stated that

homosexuals and promiscuous
heterosexuals are trying to make
society feel "guilty" about their
situation.It'sobvious she'snever
known anyone with the disease...
themeofhercommentary went. It The onlyguiltinvolvedis the AIDS
appears thather true message was patients' senseofremorseover the
somethingother thatsafe sex,and pain they put their families and
that her article would have been friends through. Magic Johnson
more appropriately titled "Let's didn't blame society. His anAll Blame The Homosexual nouncement was positive in that it
Community For The AIDS Cri- finally reached the heterosexual
sis." Iam appalled,infuriated and community, whoproclaimed
' " "It's
saddened by the ignorant content happened tooneof 'US ! Withhis
admission, the disease is finally
of her commentary.
Ms. Dusbabek assumes that being recognized as everyone's
AIDS never would havebecome concern.
the issue ithas if abstinence had
Ms. Dusbabek claims that the
been observed by those engaging "unpleasantreality" has now perin "Loose Sexual (Particulary meated"ourmodern,free society!"
Homosexual)Activity." Whatan She should be reminded that a
unfair and inappropriate attribu- modern, free society has entitled
tion of cause! Not once did she theseindividuals to their behavior.
address the fact mat H.I.V. in- It appears mat thereareunderlying
fected I.V. drug users are on the messages in all she says: Homorise, that millions of people in sexualsare deviants, not free citiAfrica are known to be infected, zens, and sexin general is wrong.
and that heterosexual contactac- Ms.Dusbabek wouldcontribute so
counts for 75 percent of the
muchmoreifshe'dfocusherenergy
world's AIDScases!Is sheaware onher abstinence crusade and not
that there is a strong possibility on condemning innocent human
that the virus was introduced de- beings who deserve our love and
cades agobyinjecting the AlDS- support.
infected blood of chimpanzees
into volunteer prison inmates in
Colleen Haight
conducting malaria studies?
Probably not. Ms. Dusbabek is
probably inclined to believe that
theAfricans werehavingsex with
the apes...
Ms.Dusbabek further statesmat
political figures are succumbing
Ithank theResidentialEducation
topolitical pressure from thehomosexual community, and are Office and any andall othersconfailing to protect the citizens cerned with the sponsorship of
they'reresponsible for.Does mis Alcohol Awareness Week, 1991.
mean that homosexuals aren't The seriousness of alcohol-ascitizens?Who's protectingthem? problem fully warrants your good
It'sobviousMs.Dusbabek doesn't efforts andattention.
believein equal rights andcould
C.R.Harmon
give a damn about her fellow
Professor
human beings.

Harmon thanks

Residential
Education

Odekirk
responds to
Deanna

Dusbabek's
"Safe Sex"
After readingyour informative
letter in the Spectator Iphoned
Planned Parenthood to confirm
your statistics, they claim the
condom success rate to be 90-95% in a perfect world and 85-92%ifhuman and manufacturing
error is calculated in. The Crisis
PregnancyCenternamed an 85%
efficiency rate, even without
spermacides. These Foundations
do not support your data, they are
the experts in the field Miss
Dusbabek;and theyclaim youare
spreading "misinformation."
Then I
read your charming accusation that gayfolk (1) Started
AIDS,(2) Spreadthedisease toall
corners of the world,and (3) will
ama
all inevitably die of same.I
gay man Miss Dusbabek, and I
claim you are lying
"...thehomosexualcommunity,
acknowledged as the primary
source of the virus"; acknowledged by whom? For the most
part only bigots and the
uneducated. The virus is generally thought to have originated in
Africa, from a certain breed of
monkey who spread it to their
handlers through bites.Nexttime,
Miss Dusbabek, may Ipolitely
suggest yourresearch yourtopics
before ranting about them.
"homosexual lifestyle, (which
has been largely responsible for
the rapidspread of AIDS)", Homosexual menare thirdin the rate
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Wefaithful readersof theSpec- fallen dramatically and their rate
waiting out pins of new HIV infections have done
andneedles, not to mentionegg- the same. (Betcha your friends,
shellSv wondering when your Deanna, can't boast the same.)
resi dcnt ,self-pr o m o t c d Necessarily,many homosexuals
rightwinger, Deanna Dusbabek, wereinfected withHlV— via proof "Right Reason" was going to miscuous sexor not— -before they
come out ofherrhetorical closet got the safesex message/
By the way,safe Sex is by no
and entertainus withsome good,
pjd-fashioned"fag-bashing.'< And means equatedwithjust theuseof
she hasn't disappointed us in the condoms and promiscuous beNovember21issue\vith"theMyth havior as Dusbabek tikes to imAbout Safe Sex." Some choice ply.Condoms'site alast resort. In
tidbits:"Hadmerebeenan initial Canada,me governmentpromotes
observance of abstinance from oral sexormonogamy as alternaloose Sexual (particularly tives to promiscuous anal and
homosexual^activity,AlDSnever vaginal sex with (or without) a
would have become: the issue it condom. Safe sex parties and
has." And,'"The unpopularblam* seminars in the U.S. promote
ingof thehomosexualcommunity, abstinance, monogomy, and muacknowledged as the primary tualmasturbation as alternatives.
sourceforthevirus,happens tobe : Of course, somepeopleprobably
rightly placed,.." and "...society think that masturbation causes
has become more tolerant of the leprosy or something;
homosexual lifestyle (whichhas
Deanna Dusbabek's most lurid
been largely responsible for the attackcomes withher parwtingof
rapid spread of AIDS) thereby George Bush's banal insistency
losingobjectivity..." And on and onbehavioral change,because in
on, including digs about safe sex Dcanna's words,AIDS isanunand a lambastabdutßW Astrying pleasant reality "now part and
to make the population at large parcelofour modern,free society,
"feel guil ty because they coik thanks to* first homosexual
uacted adisease which thcycould havior, and then loose heterohaivjei easily avoided,"
fsexualbehavior*** As ifanyone is
DeannaDusbabekisan experi- immune from makingafatalmis*
enced, conservative colurrinist take; like saying *hfes" to the
whocan alwaysbe countedon to wrongperson(who might beungive ratiqnal, ttnithfully based iknowingly infected) late at night
Opinions on such delicate topics when you've had one too many
asAIDS-NOT!
beers. Sucha scenario couldeven
Fora little historical perspec- happen to the very nonsensical
tive,AIDS wasaltriqstexclusively rightwingerDeannaDusbabek,iri
ai heterosexual disease in Africa a moment of liberal \veakhess,
ijefore it started[spreading in the andI
hope toGodshedoesn*t reap
male homosexual community in the spite she's sown with her
theearly '805,31which time AIDS hatemongering "opinion"piece.
activistsu'terallybegled thenotoThere are those out here in the
rious Reagan administration to community atlarge trying toraise
detlareAIDS afi!epidemic arid to funds for further AIDS education
pipvidc funding for AIDS educa- andresearch. There are those out
tipn.Noepidemicpronbuncement hereshamelesslyandenergetically
or funds were forthcoming. attendingtothecares andneedsof
Therefore, the lesbian/gay com- sicklypatients.It wouldbeniceif
munity,displayingunprecedented people like Deanna Dusbabek
guts and foriitude,raised funds
joinedthe bandwagon ofcompasthemselves for an AIDS educa- sioninstead 6fpissing aridmoantion campaign (these funds were
ing,infecting others with a viruonly later subsidized by the Fed- lentbrandofintolerance;Whoare
eral governmentand fundraisers you going to blame next week,
within the wider artsaridpolitical ;Dearma'? Whathuman frailtieswill
communities). And whateverelse {.] be rakedacrossthescorchingcoals
naysayer DeannaDusbabek can iOf your column in the future?
?ay about AIDS education and
Sincerely,
?afe $ex; since theonset of AIDS
the STD rates for gaymales has
AlanNeff
tator have been

of new infections in most major
cities,followingIV drugusers and
(surprise surprise) heterosexual
women. Lesbians, of course, are
pretty much thelowest risk group
of all,despite their "homosexual
lifestyle". A virus does not discriminate Miss Dusbabek,perhaps
you couldlearna thing or to from
it.
"...accept the natual consequences of their actions...", i.e.
Gay=Soon tobeDead. Well,Miss
Dusbabek,sorry todisappointyou,
but Idon't seem to be dead yet.
Now while I'msureIdon'tlive up
to your, undoubtedly vivid,
imaginings of the sex crazed homosexual,I
am by nomeans celibate.Asizablemajority of usseem

to be alive,and what's more, virus

free.Iwillbe sure topass on word
ofour inevitable doom.
Your record is growing, Miss
Dusbabek, so far you've attacked
the Poor, the Homeless and now
AIDS victims.Truly arackoffearsome opponents.
Ihave forwarded a copy of your
endearingletter to theMayor'sTask
Force on Lesbians and Gays. I'm
sure they willfinditas delightfulas
did,and willbemostinterestedin
I
thequality ofthe (mis)information
you and the Spectator feel obliged
to serve up to the S.U.community.
Cort Odekirk
University CORE
Seattle University
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And Josh Petersen as the
Beave....
Wake Up!Stop trying to define
yourselfin the eyes of your father.
Yes, our fathers will always be
watchingusbutitis not 1950 and
your(sic)not"theBeave."Thereis
really no need to torture yourself
telling Ward you broke your vow
ofmanliness. Thereisalsononeed
to confront the woman's movement and it's(sic) influence on
men's thinking. Male-bashing is
not an attack on being male but
rather on the mindset and

Education: teaching them how to think.

My name is Patrick Kendrick,
I'mastudent at these facilities.
haveamajor contention,espeI
"right" are where theyare. Where
cially
after examining the objecyou fitinismuchmore interesting.
Throughout your "opinion"' tivesofthisdepartmentaswritten
you've directed your attention on in the 1991-92 Undergraduate
twoisolated metaphoric points on bulletin ofInformation.
TRUTH, ORIGINandREALa circle,leavinga 358° blind spot.
are justafew "trigger" words
ITY
"Life could be a dream," what's
that
will aid my argumentin my
yours?How doesJoshseethemale
Philosophy
220 class, the focus is
role of today and his hopes for
Socrates,
Plato,and Aristotles;
on
tomorrow?
while
these
men no doubt have
Michael Stout
contributed to Western civilization and culture, they alsoclaim
powerstructurebehind the conservativemale,boththe "left"andthe

What about the lawns ?

were not originally
theirs.
GREEK PHILOSOPHY ASIT
IS KNOWN WAS STOLEN
FROMTHE EGYPTIANS...
challenge this department on
I
thebifurcated field wherethe players are science fact verses science
fiction for the acceptance of the
UNCOMFORTABLETRUTHas
opposed to the COMFORTABLE
LIE.
Toreiterate,the words,'TRUTH,
ORIGIN andREALITY" need to
be more than mere words, but an
concepts that

frisbcc players,lunch eaters,book
readers andnoonnapperstoall find
a spotin the sun.Unfortunately for
us, the administration recently decided that the Buhr Halllawn was
thebestplaceoncampusduring the
renovation of the Madison Building. Ifeel sorry for Seattle
University's future classesbecause
I
doubt thatthey willeverbeable to
enjoy such a nice spot of grass so
near the center of campus.
TheresaL.Bastian

Narcissistic Pop Culture...
To the sensitive ear, the wisdom personasas VanillaIce singing"Ice,
of the myth of Narcissus cries out Ice Baby"songsabouthow they're
to contemporary culture. Narcis- worshipped by the masses. Then
sus,asthe storygoes,after denying we reach the end of our dial and
even the mostbeautiful girls of the hear the less popular artist Edie
woods, fell in love with his own Brickell Singing, "She smiles at
reflection inapool and pined over herreflection inaspoon.Shereads
it unto death. "Only death can set expensive magazines. She sees
me free," saidNarcissus.Andhow herselfineverything,but you can't
right he wasand is.
judgeher for that."
No, we can't. How could we
flaw,
course,
tragic
His
of
was
her, when "she" is forever
judge
not
beyond
that he could see
himself,andneither can we so long as haunted by the poolin whichNarourculturecontinues to beone big cissus lost himself? Everywhere
reflection pool. We walk into the we turn, we are receiving the
book store and find a crowd of message that the key tofulfillment
peoplemesmerizedby theself-help is focus on the self."Your destiny
ornew age section,purchasingsuch is completely in your own hands,"
books as "Getting the Love You says our culture," so longas your
Want," "ALifeofOne'sOwn"and self-obsession is faithful enough."
Could it be that some day the
"Honoring the Self."
Then we move to the magazine United States will be filled with
section.Therewe find staringatus little,empty Narcissuses thatcan't
popular magazines such as see beyond themselves? Might
"Vogue," "GQ" and "Self." And therecome aday when students no
we leave thebookstore, hopin the longer feel the presence of such
car, tune intheradio andhear com- peopleasFr.Carroll,Fr.Reichmaim
mercials abouthow "thisBud's for and Fr. Leigh on SU's campus?
us" andhow Jennie Craig will help Will students one day walk past
take off thecalories after we have Bellarminc Hallup to the quadand
that Bud,helpingus look likethose find the inscription on the Engion the covers of Vogueand GQ. neeringbuilding not "Ad majorem
Disgusted with the commercial Dei Gloriam" but "Ad Majorem
lengths, we tune in a station and Self Gloriam?" Where does our
hear someone singing, "When I responsibility lie?
think of you,Itouch myself," and
Rob Saari
movingon down the dial hearsuch

..

institution-free of alteration, contamination,and indoctrination.
Thebook "STOLENLEGACY"
authored by George G.M. James
too needs tobe apartofthecurriculum.
To conclude Iwould just like to
state:When youindoctrinate someone, you TRAIN THEM WHAT
TOTTfINK-but,whenyoueducate
someone you TEACH THEM
HOW TOTHINK...

Patrick Kendrick

Jesuit values remain unquestioned.
I'm glad thatIwill graduate
this March and not spend the
spring quarter on campus. I
would miss being able to enjoy
what used to be the most comfortableandrelaxingcommunity
spoton campus too much. You
see,I'm talking about the Buhr
hall lawn. This area, up until a
few weeks ago, used to be real
like grass exposed to the sun
longenough to dry off by noon,
itwaslargeenough to dry off by
noon. It was large enough for

7

AsI
read theNovember 21issue
ofThe Spectator,Iwassurprised to
find no mention of thenew club
registration procedure for the first
time in at least a month. Recent
issueshaveincluded commentsand
opinions from students, administrators, ASSU Council members,
The Spectator editorial staff, and
many others.
While reading the article about
Fr.John Topel, it occurred to me
that this was the perfect opportu-

..

nity to getsome input from some- ity of our faculty was Jesuit-eduone who has studied and under- cated at some point in their lives
stands both Jesuit values and the andcould offer some insight as to
Seattle University Mission State- whether thisnew policy isconsisment,andhow they outto apply to tent with Jesuit and Catholic valthelivesofstudents.Unfortunately, ues, while Ienjoyed thearticle on
the nearly full-page articleoffered Fr. Topel, Iam disappointed that
onlya few sentences on this topic. The Spectator did not make the
Thus far, no one has thought to mostofanopportunity tohelpshed
ask a single member of the aca- some light on a topic of considerdemic community what they think able debate.
ofthenew policy.IdoubtthatI
am
incorrectin assuming thata majorJohn R.McDowall

Paul Mason responds to Dusbabek's 'Safe Sex'
Asa volunteerfor theNorthwest

foremost, you don't get A.I.D.S.
from unsafe sex. You get IN-

A.I.D.S. foundationI
wouldliketo
respond to Deanna Dusbabek's ar- FECTED WITH H.I.V. from unticle.MayI
takethisopportunity to safesex which thencan lead to the

commend you on your courage to
stateyouropinion inthepaper. Itis
most obvious how your strong
middleclassupbringinghashelped
mold yourvaluesinpreparation for
thepriesthood. lamnotanintravenous drug user. Iam not ahomosexual. lam aconcerned student
who wants to takearealisticlook at
our society and challenge some of
your misconceptions. Iwant to
present the clearconcise facts with
documeniable sources-which is,
after all what college teaches us.
Entitled 'The Myth About Safe
Sex', Iexpectedto read theCenter
OfDiseaseControl'sguidelinesregarding safe sex practices. Ialso
expectedto reada summary of the
Sex Information And Education
Council of the US REPORT, vol
17,N0.2 fromNovember 1991 a
reportdealingwiththe 'TruthAbout
Condoms'. Instead, what I
read is
aclearlydiscriminatory article placing blame upon the homosexual
population for the spreadofH.I.V.
andamass ofmisinformation and
misrepresentation. Isn't your duty
as a journalist to report the facts?
Iwould like to clarify many of
your misconceptions. First and

All letters to the editor must be 500 words or less,typed and double spaced,signed
andmailed or delivered to the Spectator by noon Monday January 13. All lettersmust
include a telephone number and anaddress. Letters will be publishedon a space
available basis and may be edited as needed, tetters of considerable length may
appear as guest editorials.Efforts will be made tocontact the writers of these pieces.
The Spectator responds to letters only under the following circumstances: When a
letter writer raises a question that we fee! needs tobe answered. 2 } When the letter
contains a misstatemerrt of facts. 3 ) When the letter writer launches a personalattack
on a staff writer or accuses the staff wrtler of making statements he / she did not
make. 4 ) When the letter writer lauches unwarranted personal attacks on other menv
bers of trie SU community,

-

progression of A.I.D.S.
Second,condomsdo not,I
agree,
offer 100% protectionagainst sexually transmitteddisease. However,
the SIECUS report indicates that
the failure rate among first time
condoms usersduring the first year
restsat 12%. The40% failure rate
you suggestedis clearly exaggerated. Additionally, whatis'agood
day' to wear a condom, since you
feel thatacondomis 60%effective
only on a 'good day. Do you
meanifits sunny? Ifljustacedan
exam? Please explain your terminology.
Third, the Center Of Disease
Control,intheirguidelinesforsafer
sex actually list some activities as
SAFE. These activities have no
transmissionofbody fluids which
contain blood or blood products.
Useof a condom has always been
termed SAFER meaning the
chances of contracting H.I.V. are
reduced. lam sorry you became
soconfusedover the term safe and
safer.
Fourthly, the fact that you are
blaming homosexuals for the disease is disturbing. You stated,
"However, had there been an initialobservanceofabstinence from
loose sexual (particularly homosexual)activity,AIDSnever would
have become the issue it has".
Additionally, you stated that
A.I.D.S.is "thanks to,first,homosexualbehavior". Youalso wrote
that'The unpopularblaming of the
homosexual community ,acknowledgedastheprimary sourcefor the
virus,happenstoberightlyplaced".
I
am sorry you do not keep informed by reading such reputable

publications as the "H.I.V.
HOTLINE" by the D and H
HealthcareCorporation. TheSeptember issue stated that heterosexual transmission accounts for
"70 % of worldwide infections
withhomosexualandintravenous
drug users accounting for 10%".
Before you place somuch blame
uponthe homosexual,familiarize
yourself with the Catholic Docrecall,Cathotrine. From what I
lics and all Christians are taught
to forgive, to never judgeothers,
and toneverblameanother. Question : Who stated "Lethe whobe
without sin cast the first stone"?
Fifthly, Magic Johnson is the
BESTkindofrole model to have
emerged. It tookcourage,strength
and determination for him to talk
about the worldasit really is,far
removed from your privileged
lifestyle. Your condemnation of
Magic only perpetuates the myth
that it is the homosexual and
people of color ( i.e. African
American descent)thatare atrisk.
Ibelieve he is the correct role
modelfor themajority ofAmerica.
onlypray that younever have
I
togothrough the ordeal ofhaving
a lover, family member or close
friend die from this disease. I
thank God that you havebeen so
ethicalandchaste inbeing able to
abstain from all sexso youknow
for sure that you cannotpossibly
ever have comeinto contact with
the virus. But tell me, how will
you control your teenager son or
daughterduring those years when
they become walkinghormones?
Weareallhumanandweallmake
mistakes. Isuggest education insteadofblame,perhaps youcould
first educate yourself.

-

Paul Mason
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You'll enjoy It's Christmas...and ITS LIVE!
By MONA GUENTZEL
Staff Reporter

The dapper young man floats
onstage with every little detail in
place, from his shiny shoes to his
slickly slathered hair.He sees the
audience and immediately takes
note as he sings, flourishing,
swayingandregardingtheaudience
as if he were courting them. The
effect ishilarious.
Dwight Smith plays Steve
Fairfield,the affected singing star
ofa 1950s live television show in
Taproot Theatre Company's current Merry OldChristmas Dinner
Theatre.It's Christmas...and ITS
LIVE!, directedbyScottNolle,ends
TTC's season with a light diversionary comedy, which adds an
amusing touch to their fine season.
Studio 22 in New York City is
where the fracas takes place, and

one of the fact.
A snow storm impedes the process of the show, forcing
Dclmonico's demandinginterplay
withFrankic(DeemsUrquhart),his
one and only technical person.
Frankie getssteppedonandbossed
about throughout the production
but finally blows vp in his own
special way.
Add theblizzard disaster to the
guest appearanceof a kooky amateur singing group called the
Harmonaires, and Delmonico
knows heisruined.
Oh yeah,didI
saysinginggroup?
The whole show revolves around
singing. Thosegoofy Harmonaires
sing "AllIWant for Christmasis
My Two Front Teeth" like never
before. After this production, I
expect to see all four-part harmony
It's Christmas...and IT'S LJVE,\s a today musicalwith old time spirit. groupsgoright
outandrecord this
one.
Laterin theshow wefind out the
when there is no sense of stress is onstage to last until his next
onstage, Mr.Demonico (Alan K. scene. He is the director of the rest of the cast can keepup this the
Sapp) brings enougheach timehe show and keeps reminding every Harmonaires. "Carols of Joy" isa

—

-

beautiful medley which the whole
cast floats easily into,part by part.
However, the Harmonaires
(ColinO'Conner,Marianne Savell,
VictoriaRitcheyandMike Warner)
get the really meaty songs like the
jingleadvertising Snowden's tooth
polish.Savellisespeciallyamusing
as the self-important star of the
group or so she thinks.
O'Connor is the leader of the
podunk group from lowa and
bumbles around usually not
knowing what'sgoingon.Warner,
also bumbling, falls"inlike" with
the fetch-all-girl, Marcie (Karen
Fuller) and they spendmost of the
daypretending not to swoon. The
Harmonaires help make the show
more hilarious because they start
gettingtossedaroundfromone task
to another like flapjacks.
As flapjacks flip,thecommanding Lorraine Lacy (Kirn Morris)
keepsgluingthingsback together
figuratively, that is. As
Delmonico's assistant,shetends to
know more about how to make a
show run smoothly than he does.
Lacy mythically gives Delmonico
his due respect while actually
controlling all that happens.
Several TTC regulars stand out
inthis showand helpmakeitgyrate
between frivolity andsentimentin
just the right balance. Sapp is intense and neurotic as Delmonico
and eventually becomes a raging
maniac. Hebarks out one grating
command after anotherandthrows
the audience onto the floor withhis
antics in the final scene.
Another TTC regular, Molly
Anderson, is wonderful as Mrs.
Snowden,the sponsoreveryone is
alwayssuckingup to. Auntie Opal,
as sheasks tobe called,is irritating
inher non-stop talkingand creates
a merry flurry ofconfusion whenever sheis onstage.
Chris Anderson, Taproot's scenic designer,starts with white,silver and starry imagery andends in
the traditional Christmas warmth.
But,hethrowsma slick controller's
booth anda surprise door that is an
amusing touch.
Even though//'.v Christmas...and
ITSLIVE!does not become terriblycomplex;it's easy toguess what
willensue the way the story unfolds is infectious, fun and entertaining. Nolte creates the atmosphere of the old big-time musical
but updates it so that it clips at the
paceof today'sofferings.If yougo
to one musical at Christmas time,
this is the one to see.
It's Christmas...andITSUVE!
is playingat the Taproot Theatre's
Ninth Annual Merry Old Christmas Dinner Theatre through Dec.
21. Performances are at the
Fairview School on the corner of
79th and Roosevelt way. Box office: 525-0107.

—

—

—

WITHOUT A DESIGNATED DRIVER,
YOU MIGHT MEET SOME VERY
Jail is no place for someone who's out to have a good time.But that's

thehot spot when you'repicked for impaired driving.With a designated
driver, youcan avoid some of Washington's most unforgettable night
spots. Without one, it's no party.

BE A DESIGNATED DRIVER.THE ONEFOR THE ROAD.
Washington Traffic Safety Commissionand the Alliance forSafeandSober Driving.

Attention all
practicum
reporters,please
turn in your
project materials
Monday December 9th
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The Addams Family: as bizarre as can be
By MICHAEL KUNTZ
Copy Editor
Early inParamount Picture'sThe
Addams Family, we see young
Pugsley Addams tied up with an
apple stuck in his mouth. Sister
Wednesday is poised,WilliamTelllike,taking dead aim at himwitha
crossbow. "Don'tbea baby," she
dead-pans, "I know what I'm doing."
Thismacabreone-lineris typical
of the humor in Charles Addams'
popular cartoon panel, which appeared in the pages of The New
Yorker for over three decades.
Brought to television by ABC in
the 60s, The Addams Family ran
for only two seasons, but found
immortality andnearcult status in
syndicatedre-runs. Almostanyone
near a television set in the last 25
years instantly recognizes the familiar "da-da-da-dum snap-snap"
of itstheme music.
Addams' bizarre clan hasfinally
reached the bigscreenina lavishly
produced film that will provide a
nostalgic rush for baby boomers
and possibly create a whole new
generationof fans.
This new version works primarily due to the inspired casting of

That kooky clan isback as Paramount Picture's The AddamsFamily hits theatres across America.
the leading characters. Angelica
Huston makes a deliciously cadaverous Morticia. She is the
classiest of ghouls, able to wring
themaximum fun outofaline like,
"Don't torture yourself Gomez
that'smy job,"with avoicelikethe
distant whisper of windchimes on
a foggy evening. Raul Julia's
Gomezis theperfectblend of dash-

—

ing Latin lover and borderline psy-

chotic.
Christopher Lloyd asUncleFester, looking as if he has survived
severalsessions inthe electric chair,
once againcompletely loseshimself
inacharacterization. Don'tbe surprisedifyouare halfwaythrough the
film before you realize this is the
same actor you saw in the Back to

theFutureseriesandWhoFramed
RogerRabbit.
Ten-year-old Christina Ricci
(Wednesday)givesaperformance
worthy of award consideration.
With the porcelain beauty of a
tiny Mona Lisa and the vacant
stare of a serial killer, she gels
someof thefilm'sbiggestlaughs.
It's enough to say that Thing,

credited toChristopher Hart,turns
in thebestperformanceby athumb
andfour fingersof thisor anyyear.
Director Barry Sonnenfeld has
given this production a much
darker tone than the TV series,
which softened some of themore
ghoulish aspects of Addams' humor. While the television
Addamses occasionally referred
to odddinner menu items suchas
"filletof yak," inthefilm thebutler
gives the children brown bag
lunches that rustle and squirm
ominously, and Grandmaman
slavesoverakitchencauldron with
a copy of The Joy of Cooking
propped up next to Gray's
Anatomy.
The Addams Family consists
primarily of aseriesofmemorable
moments held together by aninconsequential narrative, and the
filmisatitsweakest when the plot
moves to the foreground and gets
inthe way ofthequirky characterizations andbizarre set-ups. Fortunately the memorable moments
are frequenland enjoyableenough
to sustain an audience over the
rough spots.
It maybecloser now to Christmasthan Halloween,but don'tlet
that stopyou from spendingapart
of yourholidays withTheAddams
Family.

The Verlaines aren't quite Ready to Fly
By JOHN BOYLE
Staff Reporter

The Verlaines appear to have
high flying expectations for their
new album,Ready To Fly. Unfortunately, the twelve cuts on the
latest release sound as though
someone clipped the groupswings
before take off.
Don't get me wrong,Ready To
Fly isby nomeansashabbyalbum.
TheNew Zealand poptriohasdefi-

nitepotential tosucceedin themusic
business. However, the Verlaines
SlashRecordsdebutwill not bethe
one to get themoff the ground.
The problem with the tunes on

this particular release is that they
only takethelistener halfway.None
of the cuts jump out and demand
attention.
Once again, as with previous
Slash Records promotional material,thelistenerispromised"hooky
pop riffs." The music of the
Verlaines disappointed me in the

area of "hookypop riffs."
Eric Clapton, Jimi Hendrix, and
Peter Buck, are examplesofguitarist whohavecranked outsomepretty
"hooky riffs." The Verlaines still
have alittle bitof work to doin this
area.
Ready To Fly is theband's fifth
album in its ten year history. For
those ofyou who aremath nuts, and
even if you'renot, that works out to
onerelease every other year.
Weird, wild stuff, huh?
The Verlaines taketheirnamefrom

19th-centurypoetPaul Verlaine. guitarist Graeme Dowries, earned
This fact alone should tell all of hisPhD.inclassicalmusic. "Many
you New Zealandpop fans out

peoplebelievethatit'sabitstrange

there that these three guys are
definitely sensitiveartists.
The song "Gloom Junky" exemplifies the deep sensitivity
within the Verlaines lyrics. The
"soon-to-be-classic" line,"Ifhell
freezesover won't you dropmea
line," really sent shivers up and
down my spine. Not!
Oneinterestinghighlight ofthe
group is that the main Verlaine,

that I'm in a pop band and have
studied classical music,butI
don't
think so," remarked Graeme.
WiththereleaseofReadyToFly
, the Verlaines ready themselves
for their upcoming full American
tour. IfNewZealandpop interests
you,checkout the Verlaines when
or if theygrace the Lattecapital of
the world with their presence. If
not, don't

Billy Bathgate: don't buy a ticket: wait for the video tape to be released
betterlite.Billy(LorenDean) trom

By TAKESHI SUGIMOTO
Staff Reporter

TouchstonePictureshas gathered
two-time Academy Award-winner
DustinHoffman,Australian actress
Nicole Kidman, native Seattle actor Steven Hill,Loren Dean and
Bruce Willis for their new film
Billy Bathgate.
In depression-era 1935, a kid
from the East Bronx dreams of a

Bathgate Avenue, street-wise and
armedwithsharp,cunninginstincts,
is sure that joining mobster Dutch
Schultz's (Dustin Hoffman) gang
ishis passport to the good life.
But Billy finds life in the gangster world filled withmistrust and
suspicion, and as Dutch's power
and control wane,Billy must rely
on everything he's learned from
hismentorto savehisownskinand
carveapersonalnicheintheracket.

on E.L. dressings and place false fronts
novelof
the over modern architecture. Locabest-selling
Doctorow's
same title. The book came out in tion manager JanFoster says"an
1988.Shortly after,Academy Award unbelievablenumber of thingshad
winning director RobertBentonbe- to be changed for our purpose."
The image and mood of this
came interested in filming itsscreen
film aredone verycarefully. You
adaptation.
The filmmakers faced anarduous can see that the filmmakers spent
challenge in shooting onlocation in
Manhattan. To bring the modern
Manhattan to the 19305, workers
had to change lamp posts and pay
phones, and even replace window
The film is based

a lot ot time setting up the visual
elements. But the story itself is
subtle andhard to understand. The
story jumps back and forth, which
makes the film confusing.Usually
wegetahint whenamovieisgoing
to end, but this film ended in betweeneye blinks.

SLJ NIGHTM

Incredible art shown in Kinsey
By TAKESHI SUGIMOTO
Staff Reporter

Anew exhibit at theKinsey Gallery gives Seattle University students arare opportunity to check
out the art pieces of a company
collection.
Simpson InvestmentCo.isloaning 11 paintings in commemoration of the company's, and SU's,
recent 100th anniversaries.
Simpson InvestmentCo.isaholding company for Simpson Paper
Co.,Simpson Timber Co.,andPW

Pipe.
Allof the art is veryinteresting,
but six pieces stand out.
Washington state artist Dennis
Evans' "Culture Bringer," a work
in mixed-media on paper, has a
strong image. London artist Tom
McKinley's "Cairo Showroom" is
anoilpainting onmasonite. Leung
Chuanis one of the most exciting
youngpainters inChina today.His
"Human Being Series #103," is a
mixed-media collage in paper and
paint.
A goldmedal winner attheInternational Fine Arts Exhibition in
1983, Yang Yanwen's "October
Courtyard," isawatercolorandink

on silk scroll. Norman Lundin, a
professor at the University of Washington, has a landscape painting in
the show. Lundin hashad his work
exhibited in Paris, Amsterdam,
London and Japan.
The most highlighted piece of art
inthis galleryexhibit willbeKatherine Virgil's "Blue Temple 1987," a
mixed-media paper construction.
Herbreathtaking work has been exhibited worldwide.
The KinseyGallery islocated on
the first floor in the Casey building.
Theexhibitruns through December
6. For more information, call Rebecca Bruckner in the Fine Arts
Department at x5360or 296-5360.
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PEARL: from page 4
Sphere so recently won by the
sword.
Empire owned eleven airiftcarriers inl94l,mostofthem
ready for sea. Six of the largest of
these, together with supporting
battleshipsandother vessels,put to
sea from a base in the Kurile Islands onNovember26.Constituted
as the"First Air Fleet," they were
boundfor theHawiian Islands and
a temporary success more than
equal to their wildest dreams.
The Americans at pearlHarbor,
led in many cases by outstanding
officers,butburdenedbothatPearl
and in Washington, D.C., with a
clumsy and confused command
structure and no helpful traditions
for efficiently sharingintelligence
reportsaroundtheServicesand the
State department, "soldiered on."
Leadership at the highest levels in
the Islands and Washington was
usually busy, dedicated and earnest, but, with a few brilliant exceptions, simply unprepared to
grasp thehighimmediacy of events
or to admit that the missing Japanese Fleet (which weknew was at
sea: we had been reading a good
share of their radio traffic far too
long not to know it) would dare to
do whatthe Americansknewcould
be done:attack Pearl Harbor from
the air, with a hit-and-run carrier
raid. Our military and diplomatic
leaders thus made what Napoleon
identified as the worst of errorsin
war. predicting what the enemy
would do rather than considering
all he could do. Disdain for the

«The

Japaneseplayedits partinthismistake. Tocompound theintelligence
questions, therewasadreadful failure to insurethatallrelevant information available was not only
passed to the proper parties, but
acted upon.
The "First Air Fleet" struck the
Islands withabout360planes,losing about30of theminan hourand
a half of action. Civilianandmilitary casualties ran into the thousands.Over 1,000Americans were
killed directly or drowned when
thebattleship Arizonaexplodedand
sank. The careers of the ranking
Army andNavalcommanders were
abruptly terminated,despite thefact
that they had not been well-led
from Washington.Ifonemust seek
comfortinfailure,itmight benoted
that "a good man, Admiral
Kimmel" wasreplacedin the CentralPacific by "a greatman,Admiral Nimitz."
Interestingly enough, General
MacArthurinthe Philippines(forewarned, aware that Pearl Harbor
had been surprised and an awesome shareof the fleet destroyedor
put outof action) was leftinplace,
to achieve five stars, a Medal of
Honor,and arole as the effective
surrogateEmperor of Japanin 1945.
Oneof the men at Pearl Harbor
first reacted to the attack with the
thought that "it must be the Germans."Secretaryof theNavy Frank
Knox would have understood; his
reaction to the first reports was to
exclaim "it can'tbe true;itmust be
the Philippines." "No, sir,"hewas
told, "This is Pearl." Secretary
Knox wentimmediately toHawaii,
surveyed the damage, interviewed
the commanders and grimly told a
December 15 press conference au-.

dience that"TheUnitedStatesServices were noton thealert against
the surprise air attack on Hawaii."
True,theJapanesehadbeenlucky
and in war, as in athletics, one
might well prefer luckover talent.
The "First Air Fleet" included the
carriers Akagi, Kaga, Hiryu and
Soryv. Alittlemorethansixmonths
later, "luck," or mere chance, let
the American carrier pilots find
them off of Midway. The destruction of these ships and their irreplaceable fliers between 10:25 and
10:30 a.m. on June fourth, 1942,
marked the "culmination of halfa
century of heroic effort to become
a first-class military power." An
hour andahalfof glory over Pearl
Harbor won them five minutes of
fire at Midway. "In those
' five explosive minutes,Japan s worldstatus, laboriously built up from
Tsushima Strait...was shattered."
Theattack on PearlHarbor will
be reviewed as long as humans
worry about geopolitical and military questions. Skill and surprise
rode with Japan.But, therealand
final reasons for their successlive
elsewhere,inthe American experience.
The Americans, busy spinning
out "Japanesejokes" justas their
counterpartsin Japan told "American jokes" evidenced hubris ofa
low orderandhighintensity. There
wasa flagrant refusal to face facts
and admit that the Japanese were
first-class engineers,first-classdesigners, first-classsailorsandfliers
and tacticians. Life magazine kept
us supplied with pictures of the
rapeof Nankingand Japanesesoldiery usingbound Chinese prisoners for live bayonetpractice. The
savagery we knew about. We usu-
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lence. War became the single answer.Or,some Japanese thought it
was; some who survivedstilldo.
Now,almostacenturyandahalf
after the "opening of Japan," she
controls far more of the world's
resources and markets and credit
than could havebeen imaginedby
the designers of TheGreater East
Asia Co-Prosperity Sphere. Pearl
Harbor shouldnot be ignored,but,
its anniversarymight best serveas
areminder to us all to get on with
affairs, that life demands answers
andactionsandnot just memories,
andthat wecannotrestrict ourconsiderations about policy to single
solutions. Let us never repeat the
Japanese notion that war was the
only approach for Japan, or the
American assumption that Japan
wouldnever dareattack Pearl.

SU students take part in psych,project
By KRIS COLLINSWORTH
Staff Reporter

filled outby a child's teacher. This
test was administered to homeless
children to help the groupgain objective insight into the children's
self-concept.
TheHTPisaprojective test aimed
at revealing unconscious feelings
aboutan individual's person, relationships, and environment Children wereasked todraw picturesof
a house,a tree,anda person. The
drawings were interpretedby acertified psychologist. House drawings done by homeless children
indicated thatthechildrenhadproblems in the areas of intrafamilial
relationships and the concepts of
home and stability.
Theresearch findings willaidin
developingfutureintervention programs that will help the developmentof the homeless child's selfesteem inmorepositive ways. Dr.
LaVoy said, "I'm just now seeing
that thisresearch isa tool for educatingotherpeopleabout thehomeless situation."
Theresultshavebeen presented
by the group at the Washington
State Psychological Association
and at the Western Psychological
Association in San Francisco.
Thesearebothannualconferences
whererecentresearchis presented.
The presentations gave SU more
publicity in the research community. Currently, the group is writing up their findings for publication in several psychology jour-

One cold November morning.
Dr.Kathleen LaVoy,AssL Professorof Psychology,was walking to
work when she felt a tug at her
skirt. Glancing down, she saw a
young boy who timidly askedher
for money tobuy awarmbreakfast.
Dr.LaVoygave himher lunch and
some money. This tragic encounter motivatedDr. LaVoy to begin
researching the effects that
homelessness could have on children and their self-concept.
InFall '89,LaVoy formed aresearch group. The students composing thegroup wereRachelKirk,
Ralph Jones, Eric Skov, Matt
Whitcomb,BethHuebner,and Jeff
Phillips. About a year and a half
later, Elise Geek and Kristin
Collinsworth joined. The group
began by reading whatever they
could find on the subject, which
was minimal. They found that
homelesschildren under the ageof
sixarethefastest growingsegment
of thehomeless population. This
growthinspired their research.
Thegroup foundtwoinstruments
they thought would be useful in
assessing the self-concept of children between the ages of six and
eight. These were the Self-Esteem
Rating Scale for Children and the
House-Tree-Person tests. The
SERSC is an objective question- nals.
naire concerning behaviors and is
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allyignored theirphysicalstrength
andremarkableendurance and the
carefully exhaustive training exercises which were Japanese standard operatingprocedure. We did
not tolerate opendiscussion of the
heresy which said that their ships
were better built than ours, their
torpedoes more reliable, their navalcontrol of gunfire (particularly
for night-fighting)superior toours.
Which brings one to"The question" question: some wagonce remarked that "the Navy gets nervous when the answers begin to
outnumber thequestions."Aristotle
and St Thomas always lead us to
seek the correct questions before
attempting to apply analyses and,
possibly,answers.Our twonations
once decided to settle their differences by confrontation and vio-
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Home court advantage belongs to SPU
While their own facility undergoesrenovation,theSeattle Pacific
University Falcons have taken up
temporary residence in Connolly
Center. On Tuesday night they
werelistedas the visting team,but
playedmuchmore comfortably on
the North Court thanSeattleUniversity,downing theChiefs 92-77.
The Chieftains had taken to the
highwayundoubtedlyin goodspirits, coming off a 82-68 home win
overHawaiiLoaon November22.
On the following night, however,
in Portland,SU was beaten by the
University ofPortland97-80. After a six-day hiatus,theChieftains
departed for the Gem State for a
duel with two Idaho schools,
NorthwestNazareneand Albcrston
College. Northwest came away
with an 81-68 win on November
29, while Albertson College (formerly theCollegeofIdaho),ranked
atop the NAIA Division IImen's
basketball poll, used four free
throws in the final 14 seconds to
nip SU 69-65. Highlights of the
four-game stretch were David
Homer's 22 points againstHawaii
Loa and the consecutive efforts of
double figures in both points and
rebounds by Corey Lewis against
Portland andNorthwest Nazarene.
Lewis andHomer were the team's
leading scorers after nine games,
averaging 17.3 and 17.2 pointsper

thus farinthe youngseason.The
Falcons featured a high-scoring
frontcourt trio of 6-10 center
Scott Brownrigg and forwards
Troy Jammerman and Dave
Davics. SUclimbed to a 16-14
lead midway through the first
halfbefore theFalcons exploded
with an 18-3 run, keyedby the
fourteen first half points of
Jammermanandthesixrebounds
of forward Carl Johnson. SU's
offense went flat in thelast ten
minutes of the opening period,
totalling just 12-of-36 shooting
from the field and 3-of-7 from
the foul line. SPU sizzled with
18-of-30 shootinganddominated
with boards, outrebounding SU
28-13.TheFalcons took a44-29
leadinto the locker room at the
intermission.
Asplayresumed, the intensity
level maintained by the entire
Falcon teamenabled them to increase their lead by gradual increments.SPUwasneverable to
duplicate its first half offensive
run,but managed to keep their
edgehoveringaroundthefifteenpointmark for thefirst seventeen
minutes, the biggest lead coming at 64-45 with 10:00 to play.
The Falcons fended off a wellexecuted full court pressure defense employed by the Chieftains. With just three minutes
remaining, however, SU conspired to make things abitmore
difficult for SPU. Freshman
guard Andre Lang's eleven sec-

gamerespectively.

ond-half points,including three

provedin the second half (14-

three-pointers, and point guard
MikeCheatham'sperfect12-for-12 exhibition from the foul line

Lady Chieftains roll over Sheldon Jackson

By JAMES COLLINS
Staff Reporter

Hopingtorecover from theirroad

woes, the Chieftains faced an SPU
team thathadcompileda2-2record

White pounds Seals
over the holiday break
with 29 points

Photo by Tony Esposito
points
losing
Senior Michael Cheatam scored16
and hadthree assists in a
effort against SPU.
made things interesting as SU
whittled thelead down to 79-69,
buttheFalcons' floor-spreading
offensive setscontrolledboththe
ballandthe clock,andtheChieftains werenever able to cut the
lead to single digits.
While SU's shooting im-

ByMICHAEL KORD
Sports Editor

Over Thanksgiving week-

end, the Lady Chieftains
traveled to Sitka, Alaska to

feast on the Lady Seals of
SheldonJackson University.
On Saturday night, the
Lady Chieftains rolled over
the Lady Seals to gain a 97-57 victory The winwasSU's
fifth consecutive without a
loss,boosting their record to
5-0, the best start in Lady
Chieftain history.
SUcontrolled the tempoof
the game from the opening
tip-off andleftthe LadySeals
breathless by jumping out to
a57-25 halftime lead.
Sophomore sensation
LaShanna White, whoisaveraging 33.2pointspergame,
led the Lady Chiefs with 33
points and nine rebounds in
only 25minutes.Juniorguard
Missy Sanders, a transfer
from Green River CommunityCollege,added22points,
eight rebounds and five assists to complement White.
Senior forward Andrea
Albcnisus also had a solid
performance, scoring 14
points and snagging eight
boards for the Lady Chiefs.
Cheri Pearsall scored 11

.

Lashanna White willleadthe Lady Chieftains againstSPU on Sat.

30, 47 percent),the Falcons kept season-high 20 points and added
their hot hand from the field, hit- three assists and two steals,
ting 56 percent in the final period Cheatham scored 16 points and

and58 percentfor the entire game,
Corey Lewis continued on his
withering pace, scoring 20 points
and pulling down 10 boards for yet
another double-double performance. Lang also finished with a

points and Rochelle Nibler added 10 to
lead Sheldon Jackson.
The win was the 198th of head coach
DaveCox's12-year career asheadcoach
of the Lady Chieftains.
SU shot 53 percent from the fieldand
an incredible 88 percent from the free
throw lineandheldSheldon Jackson toa
chilly 41 percent.
The Lady Chieftain front court trio of
White, Albcnisus,and forward Heather
Ingalls dominated the Lady Seals by
outrebounding thehost team 35-22.
In Friday night's contest, the Lady
Chiefs blew out Sheldon Jackson 80-45.
White againlived up toher Ail-American
expectations by leading all scorers with
29 points and pulling down agame-high

handed out three assists. SPU's
Troy Jammerman was the game's
high scorer with 25 points. The
Chieftains hit the trail once again
on Saturday as they take onCentral
Washington.

16boards while playingonly 17
minutes. Sanders provided 21
points tohelp theLadyChieftain
attack and sophomore point
guard Jody McCann talliednine
points and seven boards.
Albcnisus controlled the boards
again by ripping down 14 rebounds for SU.
Christi Pichette led the Lady
Seals with14pointswhileNibler
contributed 10 points.The Lady
Chieftains will try to help Cox
gain his 199th career victory
against the Lady Falcons of Seattle Pacific University Saturdaynight at7pminthe Connolly
Center.
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Family Kitchen: Pacem in Terris

SU Chorale director conducts a new vision
SHERMAN:from page 2
rah fun, but fun of accomplishment, seeinghow far we'vecome.
"I want to see them grow," she
said."The students really give every day,working to improve their
instrument their voice."
Sherman has more visions of
whather choir can be, and whatit
canprovide to thesurroundingcommunity. Eventually, Sherman
would like to establish an annual
invitational choir festival in the
spring, inaddition to the concerts
given every quarter. The event

—

achieving several goals. The

would offer leadership and assis- achieve balance."
Though she has an eye on the
tance for choir teachers in high
schools,judgethe performancesof future,sheisalsoenthusiasticabout
the schoolchoir groups,andallow thepresent.The75-voice SUChohigh school students to see SU's raleandChamber Singerswillperform their first concert at St.
campus.
Also,she wouldlike forchorale Joseph's Churchon Saturday, Detobeamoreviableorganizationon cember 7 at 8 p.m. "I'm very excampus and for arts in general to citedabout having the concert there.
have a greater priority in the cur- It'sabeautiful church."
Meanwhile, her search continriculum. "The artsare essential for
a student to become a whole per- ues for prospectivechoir members,
son,toachieveabalance,"Sherman all in order to further realize her
said."Iknow students workhard to vision. "Recruiting is an ongoing
go to schoolandare serious about process," Sherman said. "People
beinghere. Ithink it's wonderful don't try out because they think
that in spite of all that, they still they have to be solo singers. What
theydon'trealize is that everyone
can sing if they can learn a few
things.
"That's what I'mlooking for: a
willingness to learn,anda dedication to art."

We're your
laptop store

kitchen's goals are to: "Provide
nourishment topeople whoneedit
without questions or sermons. To
try to make good use of the great
amountof wastein this country by
usingfoodthat wouldordinarily be
thrown out. To provide a warm,
invitingatmosphere,aplace where
peoplecanbeginforming theirown
community andsupportgroups. To
providea tasty andnutritiousmeal
frombasic foods with an emphasis
on meatless, complementary-protein cooking. Andof most importance,toprovideanopportunity for
people to help others."
Youcan volunteer from 2:00 to
6:30p.m. on Fridays to help cook
restaurants.
and cleanup. Anyhelp thatcould
Besides providinga nourishing be given would be appreciated.
meal, the kitchen provideshelp to SeattleUniversity stresses theneed
thoseinneedoftransportation,rent for community service, andif you
payments and other essential ex- would like to become involved,
penses. Whileperforming thisser- you can call Steve Hitch at 296vice, the kitchen concentrateson -6076.
BY CAMILLE ADAMS
Staff Reporter
EveryFriday at4:3o,agroup of
SeattleUniversity students volunteer at the Family Kitchen toorganize and serveameal to over 160
people.
Organized by Pacem In Tcrris
House,aCatholic worker community,thekitchen openedin1975. It
was the first to offer a program
specifically designed for women,
children,families and the elderly.
The kitchen has operated for the
past16 yearsthroughprivatefunding, donations and the help of its
volunteers. Most of the food has
been donated by local stores and

Economics professor
addresses 'What recession?'
Certainly,
economyby in-

part of theanswer lies
in theunusual character of thisrecessionalluded to earlier. This recession differs from previous recessionsin the unusually highlevelsof public (government)andprivatedebt.Personal debtisatanalltimehighafter theborrowand spend
binge of the 1980s. This has left
consumers lessable to weather the
recession and emerge buoyant.
Loan delinquencies have climbed
sharply in the last year,indicating
how close many consumers are to
personalbankruptcy Theevidence
points to a general desire among
weak. Low interest rates make consumers toretire debt,rather than
creditcheaper,andthereforeshould to engage inspending.
The government (stateand fedboost spending;however,consumers are also lenders, and lenders eral together) is similarly debt-ridfind their interest incomes decline den,largely as aresultof thebudwithinterest rates,diminishing the getary excesses of the 1980s.
Hence, thereis very little scope for
positive effect somewhat.

RECESSION: from page 2
Another major indicator,the Index of leadingIndicators (socalled
because in the past it has been a
good predictor of future economic
performance), has been steadily
declining since July.
Whyhasconsumer demandbeen
so lacking?Personal Income(after
tax income) has a big impact on
consumption spending,and so far
this year,personalincomehasmade
only modest gains. This suggests
that spending, especially on big
ticket items, will continue to be
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it to stimulate the
jecting demand in place of direct
consumer demand.
To Boldly Go?
I
fear my reading of the signs
willdo nothing to acquitmy discipline of the charge of being "The
Dismal Science." On balance, I
wouldhave to say the evidence is
not very encouraging. The weak
performance ofGNPand the poor
showingofconsumer demandpoint
toaprolongedperiodof stagnation
at best, and possibly to further declines ineconomic activity.
Many people look to their government for a cure, but there are
few politically feasible options
available to it to improve thecurrent situation.This notto say that it
is unable to influence the future
course ofevents,but thatisa topic
for another time.
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Cliihs Update

Affiliationof Japanese Students
Alpha Kappa Psi
A.I.R
CadetCouncil
Color Guard
Chinese Cultural Assoc.
CirkleKofSU
Debate Club
Economics Club
English Club of SU
Hui 'ONani Hawaii
i.c.c.c.
Literature Club
Philosophy Club
Physics Astronomy Club
p. ppj^

Pre Health Club
Psi Chi
Public Administration Assoc.
SU Drama Club
SUFrench Club
SU Habitat for Humanity
SU International Socialist Org.
Society for Contemp. Dialogue
SU Student Nurses Assoc.
SU Yearbook; The Aegis
students for Life
United Filipino Club

This Saturday, Dec. 7th
For More Infb., Call Brian Jester
329-2193
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Amistad
Finance Club
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Committee Review:
SU Gay &Lesbian Assoc.
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If you have any further
questions regarding clubs

and/or CubreBistration

'

pleaSC COntact Dan EaBleton
296-6040.
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Your ASSU Representatives will be passing out information today and
tommorow on AIDS prevention. ASSU will also have a table in the lower

I

[

Chieftain all day Thursday, December sth with literature on AIDS
available. Do yourself and your friends a favor, educate yourself about AIDS..

ASSU wishes everyone a
happy and safe holiday season.
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Fisher Tape Deck, Dolby 8;
Panasonic Receiver; Realistic
Turntable. Price: negotiable
060. Call Stefan @ 720-7011.
itPlsleaye message.
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Financial Aid available immediately1 Special grants program.
Every student eligible.No one
turneddown.Simpleapplication.
Send name,address,arKlslp&H
fee (refundable) to:
Student Services
P.O. Box 22-4026
; Hollywood, FL 33022
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726-81p7- 4 month unlimited

tanning membership at conve-

nient Broadway location. $150

Mountain BB<e
HI RElNovarraArriba
- 9 mo. old. A darned
good bike
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Merru Christmas from
tf* Spectator
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© 1991 Rafael Calonzo Jr.
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by Charles Batayola
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two to Hawaii for $400 and
round-trip tickets for two to
Orlando, Florida for $500Mustbe at least 21. Rsstrk>
tions apply.CallCharlyat 6245405. Leave message.
,- :
■'.■m; —^~.
"■!; , .
AppleComputerislookingfor
a Student Rep to work with

- .... .

.i

thefaculty.staff.andstudente
of Seattle University, Individual must be a full-time

student and have working
knowledge of Macintosh
computers. $ishrs/wk@ $6/

-

br. Call Tom Oonser at 646mOr<? information
6935f0r
"
■

■.■..■ ■.■.■.
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House-mate wanted: One
bedroom available in lovely

for a darned goodprice. Delore

tan) sleeping dog. Comfortatble,qulet,<riendty.s36s.Cat!
329-9723.

AlsoSampsonclpdls, -$25,323-

Spectator advertising:

